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Reading the beads births a different kind of poetry;

layers of meaning gently peeled away from these Ancestors,

...newly born.

Rooted

in modern opaque seed beads
chosen to evoke the Métis sash,

a silver-lined blue and bronze
five-petal flower
was
(gently, slowly)
stitched
on a (fragile)
scrap of vintage
HBC point blanket,
age unknown;
but,
from what the artist
imagines to be
of the Fur Trade Era.

(Once cherished,
perhaps, by an
Ancestor?)

negative space
in the petals
(where the blankie peeks through)
nods,
acknowledges,
honours
gaps
in intergenerational
knowledge transfer
(by no fault of our kin)

beaded deep into a
navy-blue stripe,

so faded that it reads
(almost) as black
speaks to the Reign of Terror

and our

Absolute Refusal,

as a People,

to be uprooted
(eliminated)

from our Homeland.
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